XoomConnect
Managed Integration
Platform as a service
Accelerate and simplify your
Coupa & ERP integration
Remove the worry of ongoing
platform management

Need to integrate Coupa into
your ERP but not sure how?
Your financial systems are the
backbone of your business
and integrating Coupa into
these systems can be a real
headache if you don’t have the
right strategy, experience and
tools. It can become a constant
migraine if it isn’t maintained
properly in the long term.
That’s where Xoomworks’
Managed Integration Platform
as a Service, XoomConnect
comes in.

What is XoomConnect?
XoomConnect is Xoomworks’ managed integration platform as a service (MiPaaS), a CoupaLink
certified platform that accelerates and simplifies the technical integration between your Coupa
system and ERP(s); saving you time and money through implementation and significantly lowering
ongoing maintenance cost and resource once your solution is live.
We can accelerate the integration of Coupa with your ERP(s) with the plug and play deployment of
XoomConnect, much faster and less costly than having to engage an additional third party to build
your integration from scratch. Using XoomConnect and integration experts from Xoomworks, we
can integrate with virtually any ERP, ensuring you’re up and running quickly in the short term, and
making the most out of your Coupa investment long term.

What do you get with XoomConnect?
Once you are live with Coupa, XoomConnect takes it a step further by owning, managing and
dealing with the ongoing maintenance of your integration layer – taking all of this effort off of your
internal teams. On top of error handling management, if anomalies are identified our experts will
proactively investigate and mitigate these before they become bigger problems. Some of the key
parts of this service are:
• Running hourly checks with our ‘Pulse’ health-check system
• Integration monitoring via dashboards and notifications
• Instant email notification of any integration errors
• Integration error resolution
• Weekly or monthly statistical reporting
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How XoomConnect works
Pre-built adaptors: You can save time
and money by replacing or working
alongside your existing middleware
and leveraging our pre-built adapters
and configurations for many ERPs.

Management Layer: The platform
includes a robust management layer to
administer the connected systems in
your environment, including the platform
dashboard, integration history logs, ETL
Logic, mapping of data fields, scheduling
of individual master and transactional data
integrations as well as error handling tools.

Blueprint: XoomConnect provides
templated Coupa configurations in
the form of blueprints, pre-built with
the financial and organizational data
models for many of the common ERPs.

Libraries: XoomConnect provides
pre-built plugin libraries installed
on your ERP instance to retrieve
the required master data and post
business transactions.

Connectivity: Supporting integration build
acceleration for the most common ERPs,
XoomConnect will work with any ERP
able to integrate via standard integration
protocols meaning you don’t have to build
connections from scratch using expensive
internal or 3rd party resources.

Key benefits
Saves time and money:
by reducing integration
and maintenance effort.
XoomConnect is built as a plug
and play tool with efficient
maintenance.

ERP independent:
XoomConnect integrates with
many ERP technologies such as
IDOC and BAPI’s for SAP ECC
& S/4HANA. It is also able
to integrate with any systems
using API or flat files.

Manages your integration
for you: With Xoomworks
managing the platform there
is no need for you to train and
assign IT resource to manage
the platform once live.

Accelerated implementation:
XoomConnect uses tried
and tested plugins (Coupa,
middleware, ERP-side)
to provide easy to create
connections, so we can advise
you on selecting the elements
you really need and get you up
and running in no time!

Reduces risk by using a
proven solution: Integrating
the different systems in your
landscape as part of a Coupa
implementation can be time
consuming and expensive. It is
also the most common phase of
a project that results in delays.
XoomConnect mitigates that
risk by using a tried and tested
long-term solution.

Implemented with expertise:
As procurement specialists,
we are experienced in Coupa
and Systems Integration and
we can advise on the best
managed solution that fits your
requirements.

Continuous upgrading
and maintenance: Because
XoomConnect is hosted
in the cloud, it is updated
and rigorously tested for
new technology releases
from Coupa, keeping your
systems working seamlessly
and meaning you have one
less thing to worry about.
XoomConnect gets recertified
with CoupaLink for each new
Coupa release.
Speeds up error resolution:
With Xoomworks managing
the platform for you, there
will be constant monitoring
complementing automated
notifications to ensure that
if errors occur that they are
picked up and dealt with
quickly.

Why Xoomworks and XoomConnect?
Xoomworks has been implementing and
integrating procurement solutions into
businesses for years. This means we understand
very clearly where you are likely to face the
biggest challenges and impacts on your projects.
Every business has a different technical
landscape, different finance systems,

different resourcing constraints and different
technical skillsets, but that doesn’t mean the
integration journey needs to start from a clean
sheet of paper.
Using our integration experience from many
successful projects we have developed the
XoomConnect platform to not just accelerate

To learn more about the value we continue to unlock from our client’s
supply chain talk to one of our experts:
+44 (0)20 7400 6120 www.xoomworks.com
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and simplify integration between Coupa and
your ERP systems but also ensure business
continuity in your ongoing P2P journey.
Going live with your solution is just the
beginning, maintaining the solution is the longterm struggle that no-one talks about until it
becomes a problem.

